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1. Overview

1.1. Background

The International Spline Interface Standard (ISIS Drive) was conceived and executed for the following two reasons:

1. To create a common bottom bracket/crankset interface that can be freely shared within the industry. Currently the industry is fragmented and non-standardized with regard to the bottom bracket/crankset interface. This standard seeks to eliminate this problem and thus allow the easy and fully compatible exchange of parts among manufacturers.

2. To eliminate or greatly reduce the current problems associated with bottom bracket and crankset interfaces. These problems include incompatibility, lack of crankset position control, insufficient interface strength, and difficulty in determining interface compatibility/conformance.

This standard consists of two parts: one governing the interface between the crank and bottom bracket spindle, the other describing a set of standard spindle lengths. The interface portion defines the ISIS Drive interface geometry, insertion depth and control, and attachment bolt specifications. The spindle length section defines the relationship between the bottom bracket and the frame centerline for different standard spindle lengths, thus ensuring the correct position of the crankset relative to the frame centerline.

1.2. Definitions

1.2.1. Frame Centerline

The frame centerline is defined as the plane running through the middle of the bottom bracket shell and perpendicular to the bottom bracket spindle axis. For the purposes of this document it is assumed this plane coincides with the plane defined by the bicycle frame and dropouts.

1.2.2. Chainline

Chainline measures the relationship of the front chainrings to the frame centerline. The chainline of a crankset has a major effect on the shifting performance of the front derailleur, and thus must be controlled and measured accurately and consistently. Following are the methods of measuring chainline for the different types of cranksets in the context of this standard. Sheet five of the standard drawings graphically define the following chainline measurements.
1.2.2.1. Single Chainring Cranksets:

Chainline is measured as the distance from the frame centerline to the center of the tooth of the single chainring.

1.2.2.2. Double Chainring Cranksets:

Chainline is measured as follows: \( A = \) the distance from the frame centerline to the crank stop shoulder, \( C_{\text{avg}} = \) the average of the distances from the crank stop shoulder to the center of the tooth of the inner and outer chainrings. The chainline is then the sum of these two measurements, \( A + C_{\text{avg}} \) (see drawing sheet five).

1.2.2.3. Triple Chainring Cranksets:

Chainline is measured as the distance from the frame centerline to the center of the tooth of the middle chainring.

2. Design Overview and Advantages

This new interface was designed to eliminate or greatly reduce the problems with current bottom bracket/crankset interfaces. These problems are identified below with the new interface’s design features following.

2.1. Current Interface Limitations

2.1.1. No “Standard”

There is currently no “one” standard that defines the geometry and interface relationship between the crankarm and bottom bracket spindle. This results in compatibility problems among manufacturers and has severely limited the ability of bicycle manufacturers and the general public to freely choose among bottom brackets and cranksets across companies.

2.1.2. Structural Capability

The use of bicycles in extreme conditions has clearly demonstrated the limited structural capability of the tapered square interface. Common failures of this interface include spindle strength, crank arm interface deformation, and low impact strength and fatigue life of both the spindle and crankarm.

2.1.3. Insertion Depth/Chainline
Chainrings and front derailleur s have evolved to produce exceptional and reliable shifting performance under all types of riding conditions. Unfortunately the degree of shifting performance is greatly influenced by very small differences in chainline. Only in recent years have some square bottom brackets utilized a chainline control stop for the drive-side crankarm. This has certainly been a step in the right direction, but problems still occur with Q-factor and insertion depth for the non-drive crankarm. Further, only a few companies currently produce bottom brackets with this drive-side chainline control stop, thus limiting the compatible bottom bracket choices available to consumers and manufacturers.

2.1.4. Design/Manufacturing Differences

As mentioned above, no one standard exists for the bottom bracket interface geometry. Thus, it is impossible for manufacturers to produce bottom brackets and cranksets that are freely interchangeable, each manufacturer following a different standard or no standard at all. Further, there is no reference tooling available for checking the conformance of any bottom bracket to a known reference, so it becomes difficult to ensure that manufacturer A’s bottom bracket is interchangeable with manufacturer B’s bottom bracket. These manufacturing differences produce nothing but confusion for bottom bracket and crankset manufacturers, customers, and users.

2.2. ISIS Drive Features

2.2.1. One Open Standard

This standard, by definition, eliminates the compatibility problems among manufacturers by disclosing a free, common interface for all companies and individuals to produce parts to.

2.2.2. Structural Capability

When used with appropriately engineered materials, a spline system to transfer load between the crankset and bottom bracket greatly increases the strength and durability of the bottom bracket/crankset interface. The ISIS Drive interface also includes additional support structures to stabilize the crankarm relative to the spindle. This standard recognizes the different requirements of spindle materials and riding conditions and therefore includes two different attachment bolt sizes so engineers can choose the optimum bolt size for their specific application.

2.2.3. Insertion Depth/Chainline Control
A critical component of the interface standard is the use of a crank stop shoulder on the bottom bracket spindle to ensure consistent axial crankarm location. These stop shoulders are the datums from which the entire interface standard is derived.

2.2.4. Standard Reference Tooling

Parts manufactured to this standard may be checked with precision reference tooling to ensure they meet the standard requirements. Two types of reference tools are available through the standard home page (www.isisdrive.com), one a GO/NO-GO gage for checking ISIS Drive bottom bracket spindles, the other an “Ideal Spindle” reference gage. It is critically important that all manufacturers producing parts to this standard use the reference tooling in their quality procedures. The standard committee will maintain a list of companies who have purchased the reference tools and proven their products conform to this standard. This Compatibility List will be available on the standard home page. The Compatibility List’s purpose is to ease the introduction of the standard by providing a resource of companies that manufacture parts conforming to the standard and are therefore compatible with each other.

3. Part A – Bottom Bracket Spindle/Crankarm Interface

The ISIS Drive interface may be easily produced using a variety of manufacturing methods. The spindle may be machined or formed; the crankarm may be broached or broached and coined. Major and minor diameters of the interface were chosen to conform to as much existing tooling as possible, including current crank forging dies, fixing bolts, and removal tools. The interface was purposely designed not to be compatible with any other known interface. This was done to ensure that non-ISIS Drive parts could not be forced onto the ISIS Drive interface.

3.1. Geometry Description

3.1.1. Bottom Bracket Spindle

Sheet one of the standard drawings graphically describes the spindle interface geometry.

The spindle is a constant outer diameter shaft with 10 evenly spaced flutes machined or forged into each end. The flute cuts themselves are 6mm in diameter and inclined at a 1° angle to the spindle axis. In addition to the tapered flutes, a hard stop is positioned 16mm from the end of the spindle on
both sides of the bottom bracket. The spindle is symmetric relative to the bottom bracket shell centerline.

It is noted on the drawing that the 3.000mm sweep-out distance of the flute cuts use a 3.0mm minimum radius. These dimensions are requirements if the male crank-stop shoulder is integrally formed with the spindle. An alternative to this design is the use of a separate pressed-on crank-stop. If the pressed-on shoulder configuration is used for the male crank-stop then the 3.000mm sweep-out dimension refers to the pressed-on crank stop rather than the stop shoulder integrally formed with the spindle. This allows the flute terminating sweep-out to extend along a greater distance, thus decreasing the stress concentration present at the flute termination and possibly improving workability. Figure 1 illustrates an example of this alternative configuration.

Figure 1. Alternative spindle flute sweep-out configuration.

Spindle bearing assemblies are not part of this standard.

3.1.2. Crankarm

Sheet two of the standard drawings graphically describes the crankarm interface geometry.

The crank interface maintains a constant minor diameter bore of 17.90-18.10mm and a constant major diameter of 22.0-22.4mm. The tapered profile of the crank interface exactly matches that of the spindle (1° inclined angle relative to the spindle axis) with 2 exceptions: the constant major and
minor diameters found in the crank interface as just described, and the offset of the gage lines to produce the required amount of press-fit between the parts. The crankarm spline may be created using several manufacturing methods but the simplest and quickest is through a broaching or broaching and coining operation.

As mentioned above, the interface requires a certain amount of press-fit between the crankarm and spindle. The magnitude of press-fit is defined as the distance between the female shoulder on the crankarm and the male shoulder on the spindle when the crankarm is pressed onto the spindle by hand. The shown 4.000 gage-line dimension for section B-B produces a nominal press-fit of 5.0mm. Note that the distance between the gage-lines remains constant for both the spindle and crankarm.

Each manufacturer must determine the allowable magnitude of the press-fit for their specific crankarm. However, to avoid problems with the crankarm loosening and ensure accurate crankset location, it is recommended that the crankarm “bottom out” against the male shoulder of the spindle prior to reaching the full installation torque specified by the manufacturer. When aluminum alloys are used for the crankarm, a press-fit between 3.0 – 6.0mm has been found to produce the best results.

The interface was designed to be thoroughly greased between the crankarm and spindle.

3.1.3. Attachment Bolt

This standard recognizes the different requirements of spindle materials and riding conditions and therefore includes two different attachment bolt sizes so engineers can choose the optimum bolt size for their specific application. The larger of the two bolt sizes uses an M15x1 bolt while the smaller size uses an M12x1 bolt. With all else being equal, the M12 bolt will create a stronger spindle due to the increased wall thickness through the spline area. Both sizes require a minimum thread depth of 12mm in the spindle.

To maintain compatibility among parts with different threads, the attachment bolt should be supplied with the bottom bracket. Drawing sheet three depicts standard dimensions for the crank bolt interface to ensure compatibility between bolts and cranks. The use of a washer between the bolt head and crankarm is required to prevent excessive deformation of the crankarm. The outside diameter of the bolt head itself may fall within a fairly wide range, but the length should fall the dimensions specified. Further, when a washer is used, the smooth side of the washer is best placed against the crankarm to prevent the washer from shearing through softer crank materials. A note of
caution: it is highly recommended that the length of threads in the spindle combined with the bolt length itself make it impossible for the bolt to “bottom-out” in the spindle if a washer is not used. This is to prevent possible damage to the spindle in the event of mis-installation.

3.2. Standard Reference Tools

Standard reference tooling is available through the ISIS Drive web page (www.isisdrive.com). This reference tooling allows for the quick and easy determination of whether a crankarm and bottom bracket spindle meet the ISIS Drive geometry requirements. The tools can therefore be used to ensure that parts are manufactured correctly and are interchangeable with each other. All manufacturers of ISIS Drive parts are strongly urged to use these reference tools in their quality procedures.

The ISIS Drive web page contains a list of companies that have purchased reference tooling and proven they can produce products that are compatible with the standard geometry. These companies are then given the right to use the ISIS Drive mark on their products, thus providing assurance that their products conform to the ISIS Drive geometry. Use of the ISIS Drive mark in no way guarantees structural integrity of components, only geometric compatibility with the ISIS Drive standard. Companies who wish to be included in the Compatibility List can find information about reference tool purchasing, part geometry validation, and ISIS Drive trademark licensing on the ISIS Drive web page (www.isisdrive.com). Trademark licensing and legal issues are also discussed in Section 5 of this document.

4. Part B – Positional Relationships

In order for the insertion depth/chainline control feature of this standard to be effective, dimensions for spindle lengths and distance from spindle crank-stop to frame centerline must be defined. This section defines these dimensions for a set of standard spindle lengths and therefore ensures the consistent location of the crankarm from the frame centerline for a given spindle length. Sheet four of the standard drawings defines these dimensions.

4.1. Spindle Lengths

Four standard spindle lengths are currently defined in this standard. The lengths and their recommended purposes are shown in Table 1 below. All spindles are symmetric relative to the bottom bracket shell centerline. The spindle designation refers to the nominal distance between the crank-stops; add 32mm to the spindle designation for the nominal overall spindle length.
Table 1. Standard spindle designations, lengths, and recommended purposes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spindle Designation</th>
<th>Spindle Length</th>
<th>Recommended Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>108mm</td>
<td>Narrow Mountain, Double Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>113mm</td>
<td>Standard Mountain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>118mm</td>
<td>Wide Mountain, Triple Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>128mm</td>
<td>Downhill Specific</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These spindle lengths were chosen for the following reasons:

- With the exception of the downhill bottom bracket, each spindle length difference is a multiple of 5mm, or 2.5mm on each side. This allows a single crankset to produce two different chainlines, differing by 2.5mm, simply through the use of a different bottom bracket.
- The 10mm difference between a 76 and 86 spindle is sufficient to allow one crankset to perform the function of either a road double or road triple simply by adding a chainring and switching spindles.
- The 15mm difference (7.5mm on each side) between the 81 and 96 spindles is roughly the same distance as typically exists between a middle and large chainring on a mountain bike crankset. When using some chain-guides, downhill bicycles require a large chainring be placed in the middle chainring position. To allow clearance between the bicycle frame and large chainring, this wider spindle places a crankset further from the frame centerline such that the middle chainring position ends up where the large chainring would normally be. Note that even with the many possibilities of downhill chain-guide set-ups, this spindle is still symmetric about the bottom bracket shell centerline.

4.2. Information Disclosure Recommendations

Disclosure of the following specifications is recommended to allow users to make informed decisions when choosing among cranksets and bottom brackets:

- Recommended bottom bracket spindle designation for a given chainline.
- Distance from the frame centerline to the inside of each chainring.
- ‘I’ Factor.
- ‘Q’ Factor.

5. Trademark Licensing and Legal Issues

ISIS Drive and the ISIS Drive logo are pending trademarks in the United States of America. Manufacturers wishing make ISIS Drive compatible products and use the ISIS Drive mark may do so after completing the following:
• Purchasing reference tools for their product and agreeing to actively use these tools as part of their quality procedures.
• Providing at least one sample of their product to the ISIS Drive standard committee that conforms to the geometry requirements set forth in this standard.
• Agreeing to and signing the license agreement that then gives them the legal right to use the ISIS Drive mark on the certified product.

A copy of the license agreement may be obtained by contacting the ISIS Drive committee through the ISIS Drive web site (www.isisdrive.com). Please note that this license entails no fees or royalties, but simply requires that the ISIS Drive mark be used only on products conforming to the ISIS Drive geometry and indemnifies the ISIS Drive standard committee, its members and companies, from any liability arising from the ISIS Drive geometry as used in the product.

The ISIS Drive standard discloses geometry only. Each company manufacturing parts to this standard is responsible for their own engineering to ensure their products are safe for use in their intended application. This standard makes no claims as to strength or safety of products manufactured to conform to the ISIS Drive geometry. Geometry alone has no strength until associated with a material and manufacturing process. The ISIS Drive standard discloses no information regarding appropriate materials for use with the geometry; this is left to the engineers associated with manufacturers producing ISIS Drive products.

6. Contact Information

Further information regarding this standard as well as updates to the standard and ISIS Drive artwork may be obtained from the ISIS Drive web page:

www.isisdrive.com
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